
Tutorial #6: Analyzing Partial Rank Data

In this tutorial, we will perform a re-analysis of the data used in tutorial #5.  In this
application, 9 checking account alternatives were ranked in order of preference by N=256
bank customers. These alternatives are defined in terms of 4 attributes in the file
bank9ALT.sav:

Figure 1: Value Labels in the Alternatives File ‘bank9ALT.sav’

Notice that alternatives 3, 5 6, 8 and 9 are all dominated by at least one of the other 4
alternatives.  For example, alt#3 is matched by alt#2 on MINBAL, but exceeded by alt#2
on each of the other attributes.  Hence, alt#2 should be preferred over alt#3 by all
rationale consumers – that is, those consumers who if given a choice between paying less
or more for the same service would choose to pay less.  For this tutorial, we will analyze
a restructured data file consisting of 2 sets – set #1 containing the 4 dominant
alternatives, the second containing the remaining 5 alternatives.
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As shown in Tutorial #5, as their first choice, all but 2 respondents selected one of the 4
alternatives that dominate the others.  These 4 alternatives comprise SET =  1.

Our analysis here will be based solely on responses to these 2 sets.  That is, we will
restructure the data to exclude preferences between any alternative in the first set and any
alternative in the second set.  To restructure the data into this 2-set structure, for each
case we examine the full ranking to deduce the rank ordering among the desired
alternatives. For example, we see that both case #1 and case #2 ranked the set 1
alternatives in the order 2>1>4>7.

For this tutorial, we reduce the data further, by utilizing only the first and last choice
within each set. That is, we will pretend that these data were obtained from a best-worst
(max-diff) design. Thus, for example, case #1 selects alternatives #2 and #7 respectively
as their best and worst choices from set #1, and alternatives #3 and #9 (as best and worst
respectively) from set #2.

You will:

• Use the 3-file format
• Learn how to use a scale factor of +1 and –1 to distinguish between first and last

choices
• Experience the use of the random start seed to retrieve previous solutions
• Examine different statistical criteria for determining the number of segments
• Examine the use of the first choice hit rate as an additional criteria
• Specify a sets file that predicts (simulates) the full ranking of all 9 alternatives
• Compare the first choice hit rates with those obtained in Tutorial #5 from the full

ranking model and from other models

Bank Segmentation Reduced Data Files:

The attributes MINBAL, COSTPCH and FEE are numeric attributes, the values for which are taken
from Kamakura et. al. (1994). The attribute ATM is a character (string) variable.  By default, Latent
GOLD Choice uses effects coding for ATM.  (To use dummy coding instead of effects coding, the
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numeric variables ATMFREE and ATMPAY can be included in the model instead of ATM.) The
precise coding for the Alternatives File is shown in Figure 2 below:

Figure 2: The coding used in the Alternatives File ‘bank9ALT.sav’

The variable ALT# is the alternative identification variable.  Unlike tutorial #1 where we used a
character variable to specify names for each alternative, here we follow Kamakura et al (1994) and
specify a unique number for each alternative.

There are 3 records in the sets file bankSETS.sav.  The first 2 records define the 2 sets described
above.  The 3rd defines the inactive set (SETNR = 3) that corresponds to the original set of all 9
alternatives.  This set is inactive in the sense that no responses for this set are contained in the
response file ‘maxdif.sav’. The probability of a first choice from this complete set of all 9
alternatives will automatically be simulated by Latent GOLD Choice based on the estimated model
parameters.

Figure 3: The specification of the Sets File ‘bankSETS.sav’

Generally, the response variable (in the Response File) is coded using the consecutive integers
1,2,3,… to indicate selection of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc. alternative in a given set.  This example
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illustrates a different approach to coding the response variable.  Here, rather than using the
consecutive integers 1,2,3 and 4 to identify the 4 alternatives (#1, #2, #4 and #7) in set 1, the
integers 1, 2, 4 and 7 are used.  This is accomplished using the missing value code ‘.’ In the 3rd, 5th

and 6th positions to skip over the integers 3, 5 and 6.  This ‘trick’ allows us to simply define the
response variable (called ‘CHOICE’ in the response file ‘maxdif.sav’) as the alternative ID# that is
selected.

The first 10 records on the response file maxdif.sav are shown below. The first 4 records are
associated with case #1. The first 2 records correspond to the first and last choice selected from
the set 1 (SETNR = 1), and the next 2 records are associated with the first and last choice selected
for set 2 (SETNR = 2).

Note: for simplicity, information on BALANCE, CHECKS and ATM will not be used (as covariates
or otherwise) in this tutorial.

The variable ‘sweight’ contains codes +1 and –1 to distinguish the first and last choices. This
variable will be used as a replication scale weight in the model.
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Setting up the analysis

Ø To retrieve the previously saved model setup, from the main menu choose:

File
  Open

Select ‘maxdif.lgf’ and click Open.

Ø Click on the file name ‘maxdif.sav’
Ø From the Model menu, select “Estimate All’

All of the previously saved models will now be re-estimated.

To customize a Model Summary for these models,

Ø Click on the file name ‘maxdif.sav’
Ø Right click on the Model Summary output in the Contents pane to retrieve the Model Summary

Display
Ø Click in the boxes to add and remove the various items from the output summary as indicated:

Your model summary output table now looks like this:
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The technical options used to estimate each the first 4 models were the standard defaults, which
include the use of 10 random sets of start values. While not guaranteed to converge to the same
solution when estimated a second time, the default options almost always result in convergence to
those solutions shown above for these models, which we believe to be the global ML (or posterior
mode) solutions.

On the other hand, when estimating the 5 class model, the default options quite often result in
different solutions (depending upon the random sets used).  The solution that occurs most often is
the one named ‘5-class 1st”. This solution as well as the one labeled ‘5-class 2nd’ are very close to
each other in LL (both are approximately -978.8) and were reproduced here using a previously
saved random start value. For example, for the model labeled ‘5-class 2nd’, we specify the random
seed of ‘2167555’ to obtain that solution.
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Note that when specifying a random seed, we also change the number of random starts from the
default of 10 to ‘0’ to indicate that no other random starting values should be generated.

To re-estimate the 5-class model using the standard defaults:

Ø Double click on the model name ‘5-class 2nd’ to open the dialog box for that model
Ø Click on ‘Technical’ at the top of the box to open the technical tab
Ø Replace the random seed with ‘0’
Ø Enter ‘10’ for the number of random sets

Your screen should now look like this:
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Ø Click Estimate to re-estimate the model
Ø Click Estimate to re-estimate the model again

Did you obtain the same solution both times?  Did you obtain one of the 2 5-class solutions
reported above or some other solution?  Which of these solutions has the largest LL?

Now, we will decide which model to use as our final model. Among all of the models estimated,
notice that the different statistical criteria do not agree on the model that is ‘best’.  For example, the
BIC statistic ranks the 3-class solution as best, followed by the 4-class solution (lowest BIC
values), while the AIC selects the 5-class solution as best.  According to the AIC3 criteria, the 4
and 5-class solutions perform about the same, better than the others.
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Ø Click on the expand icon (+) next to the model name ‘5-class 2nd’ to list the output files
Ø Click on Set Profile
Ø Scroll down to the bottom of the Set Profile output to display the first choice probabilities for

Set #3

The first column in the Set Profile output lists indices for each of the 9 choices.  The next 5
columns contain the estimated choice probabilities for each of the 5 classes, followed by an
“Overall’ column which provides the aggregate choice probabilities for all 5 classes combined. We
see persons in class 1 are most likely to choose Alt #2 (with probability .6926), as is the case for
classes 2 and 3 as well.  Persons in class 3 are predicted to select Alt #4 as their first selection,
while those in class 5 are most likely to choose Alt #7.  Notice also that persons in class 2 are
almost as likely to choose Alt #4 as Alt #2 as their first choice.

Ø Click on the expand icon (+) next to the model name ‘5-class 1st’ to list the output files for this
model

Ø Click on Set Profile
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Ø Scroll down to the bottom of the Set Profile output to display the first choice probabilities for
Set #3

The classes for this model appear to provide better discrimination among the choices. Classes 1
and 2 are very likely to choose Alt #2, class 3 is likely to choose Alt # 7 and classes 4 and 5 are
likely to choose Alt #4.

Ø Click on the expand icon (+) next to the model name ‘4-class’ to list the output files for this
model

Ø Click on Set Profile
Ø Scroll down to the bottom of the Set Profile output to display the first choice probabilities for

Set #3
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Notice that for this model, class 2 is predicted to select Alt #4, while all other classes are predicted
to choose Alt #2 as their overall first choice.  Because of this reduced ‘coverage’ (never do we
predict class 7), we might expect either of the 5-class models to predict better than this 4-class
model.

For any of these models, standard classification output may be requested as additional output.  For
each case, this output provides the probability of belonging to each class. Using these posterior
membership probabilities for each case to weight the corresponding estimated choice probabilities
according to the probability of that case being in each class, individual-level choice predictions are
obtained.  (For the specific formula for computing these individual-level predictions see equation 15
on page 36 of the manual http://www.statisticalinnovations.com/products/choicemanual.pdf).

As an additional criteria to determine the ‘best’ model, we will compute the overall first choice ‘hit
rate’ which measures how well a model predicts the overall first choice among all 9 alternatives.  In
order to accomplish this, for each case we will add a record to the response file corresponding to
the inactive set (SETNR = 3) and re-estimate the models requesting individual prediction output.
The new response file maxdif2.sav will be used for this purpose.

This modified response file now contains 5 as opposed to 4 records for each case. The 5th record
is associated with the inactive set SETNR = 3 for which no choice is observed (CHOICE = ‘.’)

This response file also contains a replication weight (WGT) defined as 1 for the records
corresponding to the active sets (SETNR =1,2) and 0 (1E-100) for the records corresponding to the
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inactive set (SETNR = 3).  This small weight for the inactive set is used so that these additional
records do not influence the parameter estimates. For further details about the use of 0 (and
approximately 0) weights see section 4.9 of the manual entitled “Selecting and Holding Out
Choices or Cases”.

As mentioned earlier, for all but 2 cases, the overall first choice corresponds to the first choice
made from set #1.  The actual 1st choice is included as the variable CHOICE.1 in the new response
file maxdif2.sav. The figure above shows that alternative #2 was selected as the first choice
(CHOICE.1 = 2) for cases #1 and #2, and alternative #4 was selected first (CHOICE.1 = 4) by case
#3.

To illustrate the computation of the ‘hit rate’:

Ø From the File menu, open the previously saved file maxdif2.lgf

The two 5-class models re-appear in the contents pane showing the setup with maxdif2.sav as the
response file

Ø Double click on the model name ‘5-class 1st’ to open the dialog box for that model
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Notice that the variable WGT is specified as a replication weight

Ø Click on ‘Output’ at the top of the box to open the output tab

Notice that a checkmark appears to the left of “Predicted Values” to indicate that this output has
been requested and a default file name appears in the ‘Output Filename’ box
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Ø If you would prefer to use a different file name, change the default to the new file name

From the ID Variable drop-down list box notice that the variable ‘CHOICE.1’ to request the
inclusion of this first choice variable on the output file

Ø Click estimate to re-estimate this model and to create the output file

Notice that the L-squared value is the same as before – a check that this is the same model as was
estimated using the response file maxdif.sav previously.
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From within SPSS,

Ø open the output file
Ø Select cases if SETN = 3

Notice that for cases #1 and #2, the predicted probability is highest for Alt #2 (PRED_2 = .64 and
.70 respectively) so that that Alt #2 is the predicted overall first choice for these cases (i.e.,
PRED_DEP = 2).  The actual alternative chosen 1st by these cases was in fact Alt #2 (i.e.,
CHOICE.1 = 2) so that these predictions were correct.  Similarly, the prediction for case #3
(PRED_DEP = 4) is correct also (CHOICE.1 = 4).

To determine the overall hit rate:

Ø Crosstab the actual overall first choice (CHOICE.1) by the predicted choice (PRED_DEP)

We obtain the following table:
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CHOICE.1  Overall 1st choice * PRED_DEP  Predicted Dependent
Crosstabulation

Count

27 2 0 29
134 5 0 139

1 0 0 1
3 50 5 58

0 1 0 1
0 2 26 28

165 60 31 256

1
2

3
4
6

7

CHOICE.1 
Overall 1st
choice

Total

2.00 4.00 7.00

PRED_DEP  Predicted Dependent

Total

Notice that the number of predicted choices that are correct is 134 + 50 +26 = 210, which
represents a hit rate of 210/256 = 82%.

For comparison, repeating the steps above for the model ‘5-class 2nd’, for the output file we obtain:

and the crosstab yields:
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CHOICE.1  Overall 1st choice * PRED_DEP  Predicted Dependent
Crosstabulation

Count

28 1 0 29
138 1 0 139

1 0 0 1
10 46 2 58

1 0 0 1
3 10 15 28

181 58 17 256

1
2

3
4
6

7

CHOICE.1 
Overall 1st
choice

Total

2 4 7

PRED_DEP  Predicted Dependent

Total

The number of correct first choice predictions using this 5-class model is 138 + 46 + 15 = 199 for a
78% hit rate.

For additional comparisons, we provide the results obtained for our 4-class model as an indication
of how a model with lower coverage might perform. As an indication of how a model with higher
coverage might perform, we provide results from 6, 7 and 8 class models as well as a different
model using Bayesian estimation under a hierarchical as opposed to a latent class model.

Notice that the reduced coverage provided by the 4-class model results in a lower hit rate.

CHOICE.1  Overall 1st choice * PRED_DEP  Predicted
Dependent Crosstabulation

Count

28 1 29
134 5 139

1 0 1
20 38 58

1 0 1

0 28 28
184 72 256

1
2
3

4
6
7

CHOICE.1 
Overall 1st
choice

Total

2 4

PRED_DEP  Predicted
Dependent

Total

The hit rate is (134 + 38)/256 = 67%.
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CHOICE.1 * PLC9  9-class model predictions Crosstabulation

Count

6 22 0 1 0 29
0 130 0 9 0 139
0 1 0 0 0 1

0 3 0 53 2 58
0 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 12 5 11 28

6 156 12 69 13 256

1

2
3
4

6
7

CHOICE.1

Total

1 2 3 4 7

PLC9  9-class model predictions

Total

The 9-class model provides higher coverage than the 5-class model, correctly predicting 6 cases
as selecting Alt #1 as their first choice.  However, it incorrectly predicts 12 cases who selected Alt
#7 as selecting Alt #3.  The overall hit rate (78%) is comparable to the 5-class models.

Similar to the 9-class model, the HB model provides somewhat larger coverage than the 5-class
models – 2 cases are correctly predicted to choose Alt #1 as their first choice.  However, the
overall hit rate (75%) is higher than the 4-class model but lower than the 5-class models.

CHOICE.1 * PHB2  HB Model Predictions Crosstabulation

Count

2 27 0 0 29
0 139 0 0 139

0 1 0 0 1
0 26 27 5 58
0 1 0 0 1

0 2 1 25 28
2 196 28 30 256

1

2
3

4
6
7

CHOICE.1

Total

1 2 4 7
PHB2  HB Model Predictions

Total

(2 + 139 + 27 + 25)/ 256 = 193/256 = 75%.

In this tutorial we saw that by restructuring the rank data and using only partial rank information in
conjunction with a best-worst latent class model, we produced hit rates substantially higher than
those produced using the full rank data (recall tutorial #5).  (Further analysis not described here
showed that if the data were analyzed using the 1st and 2nd choices, the resulting hit rates would be
substantially lower than those obtained here using the 1st and last choices).


